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Abstract
The development of fault-tolerant systems continues to be diﬃcult due to the evolving and
crosscutting nature of fault-tolerance requirements. Fault-tolerance research has largely focused
on how to design and implement fault-tolerant systems. Regardless of how fault-tolerance is
provided, however, it is equally important to determine what constraints should be met both in
the absence and in the presence of faults. In order to address this question, this paper describes
a systematic method for modeling and analyzing fault-tolerance concerns in UML at the requirements analysis phase. First, we present an approach for use case analysis of fault-tolerance
requirements based on two canonical families of constraints, namely detection and correction
constraints. Second, we present a method for object analysis of fault-tolerance requirements
where we reﬁne our use case analysis model using two object analysis patterns, called detector
and corrector patterns. These detector and corrector object analysis patterns are based on the
formal deﬁnition of detector and corrector components, which have been proven to be necessary
and suﬃcient for the design of fault-tolerance. Finally, we deﬁne an Object Computation Model
to provide a formal semantics for our fault-tolerance object analysis patterns. The Object Computation Model can be instantiated to diﬀerent target speciﬁcation languages using previously
developed UML formalization framework, Hydra. As a result, we are able to automatically
generate formal speciﬁcation for the UML diagrams comprising the composition of functional
and fault-tolerance requirements, thus enabling the automated analysis of fault-tolerance. We
demonstrate our analysis method in the context of an industrial automotive application.
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Introduction

The complexity of developing fault-tolerant systems is due to (i) the crosscutting and evolving
nature of fault-tolerance requirements, and (ii) the fact that user requirements should be met
both in the absence and in the presence of faults. To deal with this complexity, more work is
needed to analyze the consistency of functional and fault-tolerance requirements in order to prevent
the propagation of logical inconsistencies from the requirements to the design and coding phases.
Towards this end, this paper presents a method for implementation-independent modeling and
analysis of fault-tolerance requirements.
Numerous approaches exist for designing fault-tolerant systems [1–8], most of which focus on implementation constraints to support fault-tolerance. For example, Randall’s seminal work [1] focuses
on the use of recovery blocks in the implementation of fault-tolerant software systems. Also, in
checkpointing and log-based recovery mechanisms [6], the fault-tolerant system ﬁrst saves the state
of the system computations (i.e., checkpointing), and then recovers to a legitimate state once an
error state is detected. Schneider [4] presents a mechanism for the design of replicated servers in
a client-server model. In such a replication-based approach, a deterministic replica management
protocol coordinates the execution of the replicated server. All of these approaches have a common
focus on the design of fault-tolerance against speciﬁc types of faults (e.g., fail-stop faults [4, 6]) and
for particular architectures (e.g., client-server [4]). While fault-tolerance should eventually be considered at design time, we believe that, regardless of how fault-tolerance is implemented, developers
should ﬁrst consider what constraints a fault-tolerant system should meet, both in the presence and
in the absence of faults. Such an emphasis on the analysis of fault-tolerance concerns prevents
the propagation of inconsistencies of functional and fault-tolerance requirements to the design and
coding phases. For example, in the development of a distributed database management system
that is expected to be fault-tolerant against crash faults, restoring the state of the database after a
node crashes may be inconsistent with preserving the integrity of the database during restoration.
We introduce a method for modeling and analyzing faults and fault-tolerance in UML at the
requirements analysis level. Our approach separates functional and fault-tolerance concerns. We
start with a valid model of a system (i.e., fault-intolerant system model) that meets its requirements
in the absence of faults. Then we extend the fault-intolerant model by modeling faults and faulttolerance requirements. Our approach comprises three main steps. First, we perform a use case
based analysis of faults and error detection and correction. Second, we apply our newly developed
fault-tolerance analysis patterns for error detection and correction towards creating UML class
and state (respectively, sequence) diagrams for fault-tolerant systems. Finally, we generate formal
speciﬁcations from the UML diagrams using the formal semantics of the fault-tolerance analysis
patterns, and a previously developed semantics for the UML diagrams [9, 10].
Our method comprises the analysis of faults and fault-tolerance requirements at the use case level
and at the object analysis level. Speciﬁcally, we extend the fault-intolerant use case model by modeling (i) faults as actors that may temporarily change the behavior of the system; (ii) the eﬀect of
faults as faulty use cases, and (iii) fault-tolerance requirements as a set of detection and correction
constraints that must be met in the absence and in the presence of faults. We also model use cases
that detect (respectively, correct) corresponding detection (respectively, correction) constraints. At
the object analysis level, we use the notion of state perturbation to model faults. State perturbation has been used in previous work [11–13] for modeling diﬀerent types of faults with diﬀerent
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behavioral natures. In addition to modeling faults, we extend the notion of detector and corrector
components from [14, 15] to develop detector and corrector patterns for modeling fault-tolerance
requirements. Arora and Kulkarni [14, 15] have shown that detectors and correctors are necessary
and suﬃcient for specifying fault-tolerance requirements. As such, detector and corrector patterns
serve to modularize fault-tolerance requirements. Such modularization helps system modelers in
reasoning about fault-tolerance, and in tracing the fault-tolerance concerns at diﬀerent stages of
the software lifecycle. Note that, in this paper, detector and corrector patterns provide a systematic approach for reﬁning fault-tolerance requirements instead of providing patterns for designing
a system. To provide a framework for automated analysis, we introduce a formal semantics for
the object analysis of UML models. Our formal semantics provides an Object Computation Model
(OCM) for object-oriented models in UML that can be translated to diﬀerent target speciﬁcation languages. In particular, we generate the speciﬁcation of the fault-tolerant UML models in
Promela [16]. Such formalization enables the automatic analysis of fault-tolerant systems, where
we create a formal model of the fault-tolerant system and use model checkers (e.g., SPIN [17]) and
synthesis tools (e.g., [18]) for reasoning about fault-tolerance requirements.
We demonstrate our analysis method in the modeling of an adaptive cruise control (ACC) system
in UML. Speciﬁcally, we illustrate how we model faults and how we specify detection and correction
constraints to generate a fault-tolerant use case model of the ACC system. Subsequently, we reﬁne
the use case model of the ACC system using detector and corrector patterns. Using our approach,
developers can model fault types that would be diﬃcult (if not impossible) to model using existing
approaches [8, 19, 20]. For example, transient faults may perturb the state of a buﬀer and cause
temporary buﬀer overﬂow that is diﬃcult to model using the notion of component failure discussed
in [8, 19]. Further, the notion of fault-tolerance in the existing approaches is mostly based on using
replication to mask faults (i.e., masking fault-tolerance); less emphasis has been put on other forms
of fault-tolerance (e.g., failsafe fault-tolerance [21] and self-stabilization [11]). We illustrate how to
model such levels of fault-tolerance using our approach. The remainder of this paper is organized
as follows. Section 2 presents preliminary concepts, where we introduce the Object Computation
Model for UML models. Section 3 illustrates modeling of faults and fault-tolerance at the use case
level in UML. Section 4 demonstrates how we model faults in UML object models. Sections 5 and
6 respectively present the detector and corrector patterns that are applied for solving detection
and correction constraints at the object analysis level. Section 7 presents a translation of detector
and corrector patterns from OCM to the Promela modeling language. Such a formalization enables
analysts to use the model checker SPIN [17] for verifying the interference-freedom of functional
and fault-tolerance concerns; i.e., the detection/correction constraints and functional requirements
are met in the presence of each other. Section 8 summarizes the requirements analysis method
presented in this paper. Section 9 illustrate the proposed analysis method in the context of a
Diesel Filter System. Section 10 discusses and compares related work. Finally, Section 11 gives
concluding remarks and discusses future work.

2

Preliminaries

In this section, we present basic concepts of (i) UML models; (ii) our formal representation of
object-oriented systems in UML, and (iii) the deﬁnition of faults and fault-tolerance.
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2.1

UML

The Uniﬁed Modeling Language (UML) [22] provides visual artifacts for system speciﬁcation.
Speciﬁcally, UML presents a visual language for requirements elicitation, and structural and behavioral system speciﬁcation. To obtain user requirements, UML has adopted Jacobson’s notion
of use cases [23]. A use case speciﬁes scenarios of using the subject system which represent user
goals for the system. At the design level, UML comprises a set of diagrams for representing the
structure and the behavior of a system. At the structural design level, modelers use class, object,
and package diagrams to represent the structure of a system and its components. At the behavioral
design level, UML provides state and sequence diagrams for representing system behaviors.
In order to enable formal analysis (e.g., model checking) of UML models, it is necessary to have
formal speciﬁcation of the UML models. There exist approaches for generating domain-speciﬁc
formal speciﬁcation from UML models. For example, McUmber and Cheng [9] present a method
for automatic transformation of UML behavioral models to Promela [16] for requirements analysis
of embedded systems. We extend McUmber and Cheng’s technique to generate formal speciﬁcation
of the UML models of fault-tolerant systems in Promela (see Section 7), which enables us to use
the SPIN model checker simulation environment.
We use a subset of UML in modeling and specifying fault-tolerant systems. More speciﬁcally, we
use UML artifacts for use case analysis of fault-tolerant systems, where we model faults and faulttolerance requirements at the use case level. As we reﬁne our use case model, we use the UML
subset for object modeling and analysis towards creating the object analysis model of fault-tolerant
systems.

2.2

Object Computation Model

In this section, we represent the Object Computation Model (OCM) that we have developed (in [24])
to provide a computational semantics for object-oriented models in UML. Each object2 consists of
a set of state variables (with ﬁnite domains) and a set of methods (i.e., actions). A state of an
object is a valuation to its state variables. (The threads of control of an object can be considered
as state variables as well.) The ﬁnite state space of an object O, denoted SO , is the set of all
states of that object. An OCM M is a triple hO, T , Pi, where O is a set of objects O1 , · · · , Ok
(1 ≤ i ≤ k), T is a relation that represents the interconnection of the objects in O, and P is a set
of state predicates. A state predicate, X, is any subset of SM = SO1 × SO2 × · · · × SOk , where SOi
is the state space of Oi (1 ≤ i ≤ k). A global state of M is a k-tuple in SM . The state space SM of
M comprises all global states. We deﬁne the set of methods of an object Oi by a set of transitions
δOi ⊆ SM × SM (1 ≤ i ≤ k). A computation of an OCM M is an inﬁnite sequence hs0 , s1 , · · ·i of
global states in which each transition (sj , sj+1 ) (0 ≤ j) belongs to some object Oi (1 ≤ i ≤ k). Each
computation is maximal; i.e., if it is ﬁnite then the last state represents a valid halting scenario of
the system model. If the requirements allow a ﬁnite computation c = hs0 , s1 , · · · , si to be extended
to an inﬁnite sequence by including the transition (s, s) in the set of transitions of M, then c is a
halting computation. Otherwise, c is a deadlock computation and s is a deadlock state; i.e., a state
with no outgoing transitions.
Encapsulation model. The encapsulation of methods and state variables of objects imposes a
2
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set of read/write restrictions on each object. An object is allowed to read/write all its private and
public variables. Although an object cannot read/write private variables of other objects, it may
be able to read/write the public variables of other objects. The set of variables that are readable
for an object determines the locality of that object. A local state predicate represents a set of global
states in the locality of an object. A global state predicate consists of a set of global states of an
OCM M.
Object association model. In the analysis of fault-tolerant systems, we focus on the essence
of inter-object communications rather than the type of inter-object associations (e.g., inheritance,
aggregation, etc.). Hence, at the OCM level, we abstract out the semantics of inter-object associations (e.g., inheritance, aggregation, etc.) speciﬁed at the UML level. For example, if an object
A inherits its behaviors from another object B then at the OCM level, the relations of A with B
and other objects are modeled in the context of the variables of B that A is allowed to read/write
and vice versa. The fact that object A inherits the behaviors of B has less eﬀect on the results of
analyzing fault-tolerance concerns. While there exist formal methods [25] and reﬁnement mapping
techniques [26–28] for capturing inheritance in an object-oriented system, we abstract out the type
of inter-object associations in OCM.
The complexity of analyzing fault-tolerance requirements could vary from polynomial to undecidable [21, 29, 30], depending on the computational model. We have adopted a shared memory
(interleaving) model (i.e., OCM) for the analysis of fault-tolerance requirements to reduce the complexity of automated analysis of fault-tolerance requirements. Sound techniques [26, 28, 31] can be
used to reﬁne the fault-tolerant conceptual model of a system from OCM to a message-passing
model.

2.3

Properties of Interest

In this section, we formally deﬁne functional requirements in OCM. We focus on the set of user
requirements that can be classiﬁed in terms of two categories of safety and liveness requirements [32].
Subsequently, we deﬁne what it means for an OCM to meet its safety and liveness requirements.
We formally represent the functional requirements as a set R of sequences hs0 , s1 , · · ·i of global
states in OCM. In an OCM M, the set of functional requirements R is an intersection of the safety
and liveness requirements. A safety requirement stipulates that nothing bad will ever happen. For
example, if the objects in an OCM M share a critical section then the safety of the model is
violated if more than one object enters the critical section simultaneously. We follow Alpern and
Schneider [32] where we represent the safety requirements of an OCM M as a set of ﬁnite sequence
of transitions hs0 , · · · , sn i that must not be executed by M; i.e., a set of bad sequences. Intuitively,
a liveness requirement speciﬁes that something good will eventually happen. We represent the
liveness requirements as a set of inﬁnite sequences hs0 , s1 , · · ·i of states, where each sequence in
the set has a suﬃx that is in the liveness requirements. For example, in reactive systems3 , leadsto properties [33] are often used to specify the liveness requirements, where a leads-to property
stipulates that the system will eventually respond to the stimuli of its environment.
The validation of an OCM M depends on the validation of the computations of M. A computation
c of an OCM M validates the safety and liveness requirements iﬀ (if and only if) c ∈ R. The OCM
model M validates the safety and liveness requirements iﬀ all its computations validate the safety
3
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and liveness requirements. A computation c violates safety requirements (i.e., c is a safety-invalid
computation) if c includes a sequence of transitions that is ruled out by the safety requirements;
i.e., includes a bad sequence. A computation c violates liveness requirements (i.e., c is a livenessinvalid computation) if c includes (i) a deadlock state, or (ii) a non-progress cycle of transitions in
which nothing good ever happens. An OCM M is invalid with respect to its safety requirements iﬀ M
includes a safety-invalid computation. An OCM M is invalid with respect to its liveness requirements
iﬀ M includes a liveness-invalid computation. An OCM M is valid iﬀ M includes no safety-invalid
and no liveness-invalid computations. An invariant IM for an OCM M is a non-empty global state
predicate such that all computations starting in IM validate the safety and liveness requirements.

2.4

Behavioral Association of UML and OCM

In this section, we deﬁne the underlying semantics of UML behavioral models in OCM. Speciﬁcally,
for an UML model M and its corresponding OCM M, a state in an UML state transition diagram
represents a state predicate in SM (i.e., a mode of operation of an object O). Each transition
in an UML state diagram represents a set of transitions in SM × SM in the underlying OCM
M. A sequence diagram in M captures an equivalence class of computations in the corresponding
OCM M that represents a requirements scenario. A deadlocked sequence diagram (i.e., deadlock
scenario) represents a set of deadlocked computations in the corresponding OCM M. An invalid
scenario represents a set of invalid computations of the corresponding OCM M. Thus, a safetyinvalid sequence diagram represents a scenario that violates the safety requirements. Likewise, a
liveness-invalid sequence diagram represents a scenario that violates the liveness requirements.

2.5

Faults and Fault-Tolerance

In this section, we illustrate how we formally represent faults in OCM. Also, we deﬁne three levels of
fault-tolerance requirements based on the extent up to which a system meets its safety and liveness
requirements in the presence of faults.
In an OCM M, we represent a fault-type f as a set of transitions in the entire state space of M4 .
In other words, faults f are transitions that perturb the state of a system in an uncontrollable
manner; i.e., the system does not have execution control over fault transitions. Such a notion of
state perturbation is expressive enough to represent diﬀerent types of faults (e.g., stuck-at, crash,
fail-stop, omission, Byzantine, and design ﬂaws) with diﬀerent behavioral natures (i.e., transient,
intermittent, and permanent) [11–13]. A computation of an OCM M in the presence of faults f is
a maximal sequence hs0 , s1 , · · ·i of global states that satisﬁes the following conditions: (1) every
transition (sj , sj+1 ), where 0 ≤ j, belongs either to f or to one of the objects in M, and (2)
the number of fault occurrences in that computation is ﬁnite. The latter requirement is the same
as that made in previous work [11, 12, 34, 35] to ensure that eventually recovery can occur. The
boundary up to which the state of M could be perturbed by fault f is called the f -span (i.e., faultspan) of M. For an OCM M, we represent its fault-span by a state predicate that is a superset
of its invariant IM . Next, we extend the deﬁnition of three levels of fault-tolerance from [13, 30] in
OCM. The deﬁnition of these three levels of fault-tolerance is based on the extent up to which user
4
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requirements are met in the presence of faults.
Failsafe fault-tolerance.
Intuitively, failsafe fault-tolerance requires that nothing bad ever
happens even in the presence of faults. An OCM M is failsafe f -tolerant (i.e., fault-tolerant for
fault-type f ) from IM iﬀ starting from IM (1) in the absence of faults f , M validates its safety
and liveness requirements, and (2) in the presence of faults f , M guarantees to validate its safety
requirements.
Nonmasking fault-tolerance. Nonmasking fault-tolerance requires that recovery to the invariant
is provided if faults perturb the state of a system outside its invariant. An OCM M is nonmasking
f -tolerant from IM iﬀ starting from IM (1) in the absence of faults f , M validates its safety and
liveness requirements, and (2) in the presence of faults f , every computation of M that starts in
f -span of M will eventually reach a state in IM .
A special case of nonmasking fault-tolerance where the fault-span is equal to the entire state space
is called self-stabilization. A system is self-stabilizing if it eventually recovers to its invariant from
every state in its state space [11]. Self-stabilization has important applications in the development
of resilient network protocols that survive in the presence of transient faults; i.e., faults that occur
spontaneously and then disappear. This paper does not speciﬁcally focus on self-stabilization,
nonetheless, the techniques used for the analysis of nonmasking fault-tolerance can be applied in
the analysis of self-stabilizing systems.
Masking fault-tolerance. Masking fault-tolerance requires that (i) nothing bad will ever happen,
and (ii) recovery to the invariant is guaranteed if faults perturb the state of a system outside its
invariant. An OCM M is masking f -tolerant from IM iﬀ starting from IM (1) in the absence of
faults f , M validates its safety and liveness requirements; (2) in the presence of faults f , (a) every
computation of M that starts in the f -span of M will eventually reach a state in IM , and (b) no
computation of M that starts in the f -span of M violates the safety requirements.
Notation. Whenever the OCM M is clear from the context, we will omit it; thus, “M is failsafe (respectively, nonmasking or masking) f -tolerant” abbreviates “M is failsafe (respectively,
nonmasking or masking) f -tolerant from IM ”.

3

Use Case Analysis of Fault-Tolerant Systems

In this section, we present our method for specifying faults and fault-tolerance requirements at the
use case analysis level. First, we illustrate how to model faults, the impact of faults on a system,
and fault-tolerance requirements. Then we demonstrate our approach in the context of an adaptive
cruise control (ACC) system. We use the ACC system as a running example in the rest of the
paper.
In use case analysis of fault-tolerant systems, we separate the use case modeling of functional
requirements from the modeling of fault-tolerance requirements. Speciﬁcally, we assume that the
input to our analysis method is the use case model of the fault-intolerant system that has been
validated with respect to functional user requirements. In addition to the regular use cases, the
fault-intolerant use case model should include (i) a set of misuse cases [36], and (ii) a global
invariant constraint (see Figure 1). A misuse case speciﬁes behaviors that must never appear
in the set of system functionalities. We use misuse cases to specify the safety requirements of
the fault-intolerant system model; i.e., bad things that must never happen. Such a method of
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modeling safety requirements using misuse cases can also be found in previous work [37] (see use
cases with inverted colors in Figure 1). The invariant speciﬁes a global constraint that the system
satisﬁes in the absence of faults; i.e., if the invariant constraint holds then the user requirements
will be met. If the invariant does not hold then there will be no guarantees that the system
will meet its requirements. Therefore, depending on the problem at hand, the analysts and the
system users should collaborate in specifying a global invariant constraint before modeling faulttolerance requirements. The speciﬁcation of the invariant constraint simpliﬁes reasoning about the
behavior of fault-tolerant systems. Although identifying an invariant constraint is not an easy task,
there exist systematic (and automatic) approaches for generating invariant constraints from user
requirements [38, 39].
Specifying faults and their impact on the subject system. We model faults as actors and
model the impact of faults on the system as faulty use cases. A fault-type (e.g., fail-stop, crash,
and Byzantine) is a type of event that temporarily takes the control of the system execution. In
other words, a system that is subject to faults does not have control over the occurrence of faults.
Thus, each fault-type can be considered as a logical entity whose goal is to perturb the state of
the system. Hence, we model each type of faults as an actor whose actions may not be necessarily
towards the system goals (see the ﬁlled-head actor in Figure 1). Also, we model the eﬀect of
faults on the system as faulty use cases (see the shadowed use case in Figure 1). A faulty use case
represents a set of behaviors exhibited by the system due to the actions of a fault actor that may
or may not result in the violation of (safety and liveness) requirements. A faulty use case may be a
misuse case, thus directly leading to the violation of the safety requirements. Also, a faulty use case
may perturb the system outside its invariant from where the system itself may exhibit a misuse
case and indirectly violate the safety requirements. Furthermore, when a faulty use case perturbs
the state of the system outside the invariant, the system may either (i) deadlock, or (ii) trap in a
non-progress cycle.
Specifying fault-tolerance. In order to specify fault-tolerance at the use case level, we identify
two canonical families of constraints, namely detection and correction constraints, that must be met
both in the presence and in the absence of faults. Such constraints (i) separate fault-tolerance
requirements from functional requirements, and (ii) provide traceability from use case level to the
object analysis level and further to design and coding.
We use detection constraints to model failsafe fault-tolerance. A failsafe fault-tolerant system must
not execute any misuse cases even in the presence of faults. Thus, if there exist any behavioral
similarities5 between the set of misuse cases and a faulty use case U Cf then the analysts should
identify the conditions under which U Cf executes. Such conditions represent constraints that the
system should detect (see Figure 1) to prevent the violation of safety requirements. Note that the
system cannot prevent the occurrence of faults, however, the system can control the preconditions
that lead to the occurrence of faults. The detection constraints model such preconditions.
We use correction constraints to model nonmasking fault-tolerance. If faults perturb the system
outside its invariant then there will be no guarantees that the system will meet its requirements.
Thus, to provide nonmasking fault-tolerance (i.e., recovery in the presence of faults), we need
to identify conditions under which the invariant constraint will eventually hold. We model such
conditions as correction constraints. The correction constraints specify postconditions that should
5
Previous work [40–42] provides techniques for behavioral speciﬁcation of use cases that can be used for checking
behavioral similarities.
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Figure 1: Use case diagram.
hold after the occurrence of faults. Note that the only requirement of nonmasking fault-tolerance
is recovery, and the safety requirements may be violated during recovery.
We use both detection and correction constraints to model masking fault-tolerance. Since a masking
fault-tolerant system should simultaneously guarantee safety and recovery, we use (1) correction
constraints to model recovery to the invariant, and (2) detection constraints to model safety in the
presence of faults. Therefore, the speciﬁcation of masking fault-tolerance at the use case level is
indeed the conjunction of specifying failsafe and nonmasking fault-tolerance simultaneously.
Comment on the complexity of identifying detection and correction constraints. Detection and
correction are problems that should be modeled and speciﬁed during the analysis of fault-tolerance
requirements. It is the responsibility of all stake holders to specify detection and correction constraints together. We believe that analysts should provide abstract and platform-independent
solutions for specifying detection and correction constraints, while users provide domain knowledge
to customize the speciﬁcation of such constraints. As a result, it will be feasible to investigate
potential inconsistencies between satisfying detection and correction constraints and satisfying system functionalities. While the identiﬁcation of detection and correction constraints may prolong
the requirements analysis phase, we believe that it is worth to analyze fault-tolerance requirements
at the early stages of the software lifecycle instead of paying a higher cost in the design and im-
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plementation phases for resolving the potential inconsistencies of functional and fault-tolerance
requirements. In Sections 5 and 6, we respectively present detector and corrector analysis patterns
that provide a strategy for specifying detection and correction constraints (i.e., fault-tolerance requirements) at the object analysis level. Next, we demonstrate our use case analysis method for
an adaptive cruise control system.

3.1

Case Study: Adaptive Cruise Control

In this section, we demonstrate our use case analysis method in the context of an adaptive cruise
control (ACC) system (see Figure 2). Speciﬁcally, we ﬁrst introduce a simpliﬁed version of the
(fault-intolerant) model of the ACC system (from [43]). Then we illustrate how we generate a
use case model in the presence of faults, and how we model fault-tolerance using detection and
correction constraints.
Adaptive cruise control (ACC) system. The ACC system interacts with three actors, driver,
car, and radar (see Figure 3). The driver uses the ACC system either in the standard cruise mode
or in the adaptive cruise mode. In the standard cruise mode, the car should have a desired speed
determined by the driver (i.e., setpoint). In the adaptive mode, the car adapts its distance with
the front vehicle to avoid collision. The radar detects a target vehicle in its Range, and measures
(i) the speed of the target vehicle, and (ii) the distance to the target vehicle (see Figure 3). The
car is responsible for engine management so that the actual speed of the car becomes equal to the
setpoint. Also, the car (i) updates its speed by acceleration or deceleration (see Figure 3), and (ii)
sends its current speed to the radar upon request.
The ACC system has diﬀerent modes of operation (see Figure 2). When the radar detects a target
vehicle (i.e., target mode), the ACC system will be in either one of the following modes: closing,
coasting, matching, alarm, or disengaged mode. The ACC system enters the closing mode once the
radar detects the target vehicle. In the closing mode, the goal is to control the way that the car
approaches the target vehicle, and to keep the car in a ﬁxed trail distance from the target vehicle
with a zero relative speed. The trail distance is the distance that target vehicle travels in a ﬁxed
amount of time (e.g., 2 seconds). The distance with the target vehicle must not be less than a
safety zone, which is 90% of the trail distance (see Figure 2). In the coasting mode, the car should
keep its forward movement without throttle. The ACC system calculates a coasting distance that is
the distance at which the car should start decelerating in order to achieve the trail distance. When
the car reaches the trail distance, the relative speed of the car should be zero; i.e., the speed of the
car matches the speed of the target vehicle (i.e., matching mode). Whenever the driver applies the
brake, the ACC system must disengage the cruise mode; i.e., disengaged mode. In cases where the
speed of the car is so fast that a collision is unavoidable then the ACC system enters the alarm
mode where it raises an alarm for the driver and must disengage the cruise control.

Figure 2: The adaptive cruise control system.
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Safety and liveness requirements of the ACC system. We represent the use case model
of the fault-intolerant ACC system in Figure 3 along with the misuse cases that specify the safety
requirements. The misuse cases comprise the situations where (i) the car enters the safety zone, or
(ii) the car accelerates in the coasting mode. In other words, the misuse cases specify the conditions
where the safety requirements of the ACC system are violated. The liveness requires that if the
ACC system receives a signal from the brake subsystem indicating that the driver has applied the
brakes then it will eventually disengage the cruise control system.
The invariant of the ACC system. We represent the invariant of the ACC system in terms of
the constraint IACC in OCM, where
IACC = {s : (target(s) ⇒ ((closing(s) ∨ coasting(s) ∨ matching(s) ∨ alarm(s) ∨ disengaged(s))∧
(saf eyZone ≤ distance(s)) ∧ ((¬target(s) ∧ cruise(s)) ⇒ resume(s))∧
(Brakes(s) ⇒ disengaged(s)) ∧ (v(s) > vmax ⇒ alarm(s))}
Notation. var(s) denotes the value of a variable var in a state s.
The constraint IACC is speciﬁed in terms of a set of variables that represent system modes and
parameters. These variables will be allocated to diﬀerent objects of the ACC system in the object
analysis phase. The constraint IACC speciﬁes a set of states, where (i) if a target vehicle has been
detected then the ACC system should be in closing, coasting, matching, alarm, or disengaged mode
and the car must not be in the safety zone; (ii) the distance with the target vehicle should always
be greater than the safety zone distance; (iii) if the ACC system is in the cruise mode and the
target is lost then ACC will go to the resume mode; (iv) if the driver applies the brakes then the
ACC system must be in the disengage mode, and (v) if the closing speed of the car is greater than
a maximum speed, vmax , then the system must alarm the driver of a potential collision.
ACC System

«invariant»
{I_ACC}

Radar On

Radar Off
Scan Target

Brake

Radar

Calculate Distance
Driver

Set Speed
Accelerate

«uses»
«uses»

Cruise On

«uses»
Cruise Off

Car
Speed

Decelearte

Control Speed

Resume
Disengage
Car

Accelerate while
coasting

Enter the Safety
Zone

Figure 3: The use case diagram of the ACC system.
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Faults and fault-tolerance in the ACC system. Two types of faults may perturb the state
of the ACC system (see Figure 4). First, the fault-type f1 may perturb the state of the car to the
accelerating state. Second, the fault-type f2 may arbitrarily change the mode of the ACC system from
disengaged to NOT disengaged. We have modeled each fault-type as an actor. Also, we associate
each fault-type with its impact on the system that is modeled as a faulty use case (the use cases
with the gray spectrum in Figure 4).
ACC System
DetectCNSTRT_1

«precondition»
{CNSTRT_1}

CNSTRT_1 =
(Car is coasting) /\
(Car is going to accelerate)

DetectCNSTRT_2

«precondition»
{CNSTRT_2}

CNSTRT_2 =
(Brake applied) /\
(Car is not disengaged)

«postcondition»
{CNSTRT'_2}

CNSTRT_2 =
(Brake applied) =>
(Car is disengaged)

CorrectCNSTRT'_2

«invariant»
{I_ACC }

Accelerate the car

Use Cases
Elided

f_1

Misuse Cases
Engage the cruise
control system

Elided

f_2

Figure 4: The use case diagram of the ACC system including faults and fault-tolerance use cases.
In order to model failsafe f1 -tolerance, we ﬁrst explore conditions under which fault f1 may directly
violate the safety requirements; i.e., f1 may directly cause the execution of a use case that is
behaviorally similar to some misuse case. Since perturbing the state of the car to the accelerating
state does not directly enter the car to the safety zone, f1 will not cause the execution of the
misuse case Enter the safety zone (see Figure 4). Also, being in the accelerating state does not
mean that the car has accelerated. Thus, f1 does not directly execute the misuse case Accelerate
while coasting. Based on the above discussion, f1 will not directly violate the safety requirements.
Second, we need to investigate cases where f1 perturbs the system to states from where the ACC
system itself executes some misuse case. Such a scenario occurs when the ACC system is in coasting
mode and f1 occurs. In this case, fault f1 perturbs the state of the ACC system to the accelerating
state while the system is in coasting mode. Now, if the ACC system accelerates then the misuse
case Accelerate while coasting will be executed; i.e., the safety requirements will be violated by the
actions of the ACC system after the occurrence of f1 . Therefore, before acceleration, the ACC
system must detect whether or not it is in the coasting mode, which results in the identiﬁcation of
the detection constraint CNSTRT 1 in Figure 4.
In order to model nonmasking f2 -tolerance, we need to identify the correction constraint that must
be met in the presence f2 . The fault f2 may arbitrarily change the mode of the ACC system from
12

disengaged to not disengaged. Since the invariant of the ACC system stipulates that if the brake
is applied then the system must be disengaged, the correction constraint that must be met will be
equal to (Brake applied) ⇒ (Car is disengaged) (see CNSTRT’ 2 in Figure 4).

4

Modeling Faults in the Object Model

In this section, we illustrate how to model faults in (structural and behavioral) UML models. First,
we explain how we formally represent UML class diagrams. We use such formal representation to
simplify our presentation in the rest of the paper. Second, we demonstrate how to add faults to
UML models. Third, we deﬁne what we mean by an UML model in the presence of faults. Finally,
we demonstrate our modeling approach in the context of the ACC system.
Fault-intolerant UML models. We represent the class diagram of an UML model M as a tuple
hV, Gi, where V is a set of classes hc1 , · · · , cn i in M , and G = {hci , cj i} is a relation that represents
the association between classes ci and cj (1 ≤ i, j ≤ n). We denote the state transitions diagram
of each class ci by Sdi (1 ≤ i ≤ n).
Adding faults to UML models. We add faults to UML models by adding fault transitions to
state diagrams. Given a fault-type f , we model the eﬀect of f on the state transition diagram Sdi
of each class ci by introducing a new set of fault transitions in Sdi . In fact, we deﬁne the impact
of f on ci as a new fault-type fi that perturbs the state of the state transition diagram of ci (see
Figure 5). The diﬀerence between fault transitions and the regular transitions in an UML state
diagram is that an object of ci does not have control over the occurrence of faults fi (see dotted
arrows in Figure 5), whereas the execution of regular transitions (see solid arrows in Figure 5) is
controlled by the thread of execution in that object. When faults perturb the state of an object
outside its invariant, that object may reach a cycle (see ErrorState 1 and ErrorState 2 in Figure 5)
or a deadlock state (see ErrorState 3 in Figure 5).

ErrorState_1

ErrorState_2

f
f
State1

State2

State4

State3

f
Invariant

ErrorState_3

Figure 5: Modeling conditional faults.
Depending on the occurrence of faults, we classify faults into two types of conditional and arbitrary
faults. A conditional fault-type is a fault-type that may occur only in particular states of the state
transition diagram of an object (see Figure 5). The object does not have control over the occurrence
of f , however, the occurrence of f depends on the current state of an object. For example, in an
electronic circuit board, fault transitions may change the value of some registers if the voltage level
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falls below a certain threshold. An arbitrary fault-type may occur at any state and there exist no
preconditions for its occurrence. For example, environmental noise may arbitrarily change the value
of a register in its domain. We model an arbitrary fault-type as a separate fault state transition
diagram (e.g., F1 in Figure 6) that executes concurrently with an object state machine (e.g., S1 in
Figure 6). In Figure 6, the transitions of the arbitrary faults in F1 may trigger at any state of the
state diagram S1 .
S1
Object
State Transition Diagram

F1

Fault
State Transition Diagram

Figure 6: Modeling arbitrary faults.
In UML class diagrams, we model each fault-type as a method (see Figure 7). Fault methods may be
executed arbitrarily and perturb the state of an object. One approach to distinguish fault methods
from regular methods is to use a speciﬁc preﬁx F for fault methods.
c_i
+ F_f_i ()

Figure 7: The eﬀect of fault-type f on a class ci .
UML models in the presence of faults. An UML model Mf in the presence of fault f is the
resulting model after modeling the eﬀect of f on all state diagrams of the model M . The modeling
of fault-type f at the state diagram level also aﬀects existing sequence diagrams of M . Speciﬁcally,
a state diagram Sdi that is aﬀected by faults will correspondingly inﬂuence all sequence diagrams
where Sdi is involved. The new sequence diagrams in Mf represent requirements scenarios in the
presence of f . Hereafter, we use such scenarios in modeling fault-tolerance in Mf .
Example: Modeling fault-type f1 in the object model of the ACC system. In the ACC system, we
demonstrate how we model fault-type f1 that perturbs the state of the car to the accelerating
state. For reasons of space, we omit the modeling of fault-type f2 introduced in Section 3.1. First,
we present an excerpted class diagram of the ACC system in Figure 8. The main classes in the
ACC system are (i) the Control class that models all the controlling activities of the ACC system
(hereafter we interchangeably use the ACC system and the control), (ii) the Car class that models
the attributes and the functionalities of the car, and (iii) the Radar class that models the attributes
and the functionalities of the radar. Each instance of the car associates with one control object
and one radar object (see Figure 8).
We model fault f1 both at the structural and the behavioral levels. Speciﬁcally, in order to model
fault f1 at the class diagram level, we add a fault method F f1 () to the Car class (similar to Figure
7). At the state diagram level, we add a fault transition that perturbs the state of the car from the
state of calculating the real speed of the car to the Accelerating state (see Figure 9). To demonstrate
the eﬀect of the fault f1 on sequence diagrams, we illustrate the coasting scenario in the presence
of f1 in Figure 10. In the closing mode, the control continuously asks for the distance between
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Control
-closing : bool
-cruise : bool
Car
-coasting : bool
-setp : double
-matching : bool
-realv : double
-disengaged : bool
controlThrottle -disengaged : bool
sampleSpeed
-target : bool
-setpoint : double
+getRealV() : double
1
1
1
-CurrDist : double 1
+setSpeed()
-Brakes : bool
+disengage()
+matchSpeed()
+setpointUpdate()
+radarAck()
+targetDet()
+setDistance()
+setCoasting()
monitorTarget
1
1
+setRealv()

Radar
-v : double
-vc : double
-vt : double
-x : double
-tmode : bool
-on : bool
+TurnOn()
+TurnOff()
+setvc()
+setv()

Figure 8: The class diagram of the ACC system.
the car and the target vehicle (see Figure 10). If the distance is less than or equal to the coasting
distance then the control object changes its mode to the coasting mode. Subsequently, control asks
the car to match its speed with the target vehicle. The fault-type f1 may perturb the state of the
car to the Accelerating state, where the car may increase its speed in the coasting mode and may
violate the safety requirement.
[Realv > setp]

[~disengaged]
CalculatingRealV

[radarAck()]

[Realv < setp]

f1
[radarAck()]
Accelerating

Decelerating

Figure 9: Modeling faults in the state transition diagram of the car.

5

Detector Pattern

In this section, we introduce the detector analysis pattern that is used in modeling failsafe and
masking fault-tolerance. The detector pattern separates the concern of detecting a condition from
the rest of the analysis model. We ﬁrst present a formal deﬁnition of the detector pattern in OCM.
Then we present the detector pattern template and explain how to apply it to UML models.

5.1

Formal Speciﬁcation of the Detector Pattern

In this section, we extend the deﬁnition of detectors from Arora and Kulkarni [14,15] in the context
of the OCM. We use detectors for modeling detection in the presence of faults. Such detection is
necessary in specifying failsafe and masking fault-tolerant programs.
Detector. A detector is an OCM D comprising (i) a set of objects d1 , · · · , dn (n ≥ 1) , (ii) a relation
T that represents the topology of the interconnection of d1 , · · · , dn , and (iii) a set {X, Z, ID }, where
X and Z are state predicates, and ID is an invariant of D. The detector D validates the requirement
0 Z detects X 0 from I if the following conditions are satisﬁed in all computations hs , s , · · ·i of D
0 1
D
starting from ID (from [14, 15]):
• Safeness. If Z is true in a state sj (0 ≤ j) then X must be true in sj as well; i.e., Z ⇒ X.
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Control

Car

Radar

getDistance()
getRealV()
setvc()

setv()
setDistance()

setCoasting()
matchSpeed()

setp := vt ;

f1
Error state
Invalidates safety requirements
if the control is in coasting

Accelerate()

Figure 10: Coasting scenario in the presence of faults.
• Progress. If X is true in sj then Z will eventually become true in a state sk , where j ≤ k.
• Stability. If Z is true in sj then Z remains true in subsequent states as long as X is true.

Intuitively, the safeness guarantees that the state predicate Z is never true when X is false; i.e., D
never lies. The progress property ensures that if X is true then Z will eventually hold. In other
words, the state predicate Z will eventually witness that the detection has occurred. Also, D should
guarantee that once Z becomes true, it will remain true (i.e., Z remains stable) as long as predicate
X is true. Note that safeness and stability can be classiﬁed as safety requirements and progress as
liveness requirement of D.

5.2

Detector Pattern Template

In this section, we present the template of the detector pattern. Depending on the problem at
hand, each ﬁeld of the detector pattern template should be instantiated. We use the ACC system
to demonstrate such an instantiation, where we use the detector pattern to add failsafe f1 -tolerance
to the ACC system.
Detection Problem. In order to guarantee safety in the presence of faults, a fault-tolerant
system should be able to detect whether or not it is in an error state. An error state is a state
from where the (safety and liveness) requirements may be violated by fault or system actions. A
failsafe (respectively, masking) fault-tolerance should be aware of two classes of error states: (1)
bad states from where a sequence of fault transitions alone may violate the safety requirements,
and (ii) at-risk states from where the actions of the system itself may result in violating safety
requirements. To detect error states, existing fault-tolerance techniques rely on a variety of error
detection mechanisms such as error detection codes, watchdogs, snapshot procedures [44], acceptance tests [1], and exception conditions. Such mechanisms are diﬀerent solutions for the recurring
problem of detecting a condition. The detector pattern presents an abstract and generic method
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for formulating the detection problem. Of course, there may be other approaches for formulating
the detection problem, but our approach provides a systematic way for (i) composing an instance
of the detector pattern with the conceptual model of a system, and (ii) verifying the correctness of
the resulting composition (see the Interference-Freedom Constraints ﬁeld of the template).
Example: Adaptive cruise control. In order to preserve safety requirements in the presence of fault
f1 , the ACC system should detect if it is in the coasting mode before accelerating the car. Thus,
the detection problem amounts to detecting error states where the car is about to accelerate in the
coasting mode.
Intent. The detector pattern (i) formulates the detection problem, and (ii) provides an abstract
decomposition strategy for the detection problem.
Applicability. The detector pattern could be used for modeling conditional requirements wherever the truth-value of some condition should be evaluated before some actions take place.
Detection Predicate. A detection predicate, say X, is a state predicate whose truth-value should
be examined. In other words, a detection predicate identiﬁes a set of states that should be detected
by a system. A detection predicate could be either a global state predicate or a local state predicate.
Example: Adaptive cruise control. An example detection predicate in the ACC system is the predicate XACC ≡ ((car is in accelerating state) ∧ (control is in coasting)). The predicate XACC is
the same as the detection constraint identiﬁed in the use case analysis in Section 3.1.
Witness Predicate. A witness predicate, say Z, is a local state predicate whose truth-value
of true implies that the detection predicate holds. If the detector pattern meets its requirements
(speciﬁed in Section 5.1) then we say 0 Z detects X 0 .
Detector Elements (Participants). In a distributed system, it is diﬃcult for a component to
detect a global detection predicate X in an atomic step [45]. Thus, we decompose the detection
predicate X into a set of local detection predicates X1 , · · · , Xn . Subsequently, we use detector
elements di , 1 ≤ i ≤ n, such that each di is responsible for detecting Xi . Each detector element di ,
for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, is indeed a participant of the detector pattern and has its own detection predicate
Xi and witness predicate Zi , where 0 Zi detects Xi0 . The detectors di , for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, collaborate
with each other in detecting X.
Example: Adaptive cruise control. We use the detector pattern for detecting the predicate XACC in
the ACC system. The detector pattern is applied to the control and the car objects (see Section
4). Thus, in this case, the detector pattern comprises two elements dcontrol and dcar . The element
dcontrol is composed with the control object to detect Xcontrol ≡ (control is in coasting). The
element dcar is composed with the car object to detect Xcar ≡ (car is in accelerating state). Thus,
the detection predicate XACC is equal to Xocntrol ∧ Xcar . The element dcontrol (respectively, dcar )
sets its witness predicate Zcontrol (respectively, Zcar ) to true when Xcontrol (respectively, Xcar )
holds.
Distinguished Element. In the collaboration of detector elements d1 , · · · , dn towards detecting
the truth-value of the detection predicate X, one element dindex is responsible for concluding the
detection of X. The element dindex is called the distinguished element. The distinguished element
dindex is the owner of the witness predicate Z and responsible for witnessing that the detection
predicate X has become true.
Example: Adaptive cruise control. The distinguished element of the detector pattern applied to the
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ACC system is the element dcar .
Structure. The topology of a distributed system determines how the detection of local state
predicates associated with each object will result in the detection of the global predicate X. Such
collaborative detection of X can be done either (i) sequentially, where each element di detects
Xi after all its predecessors have witnessed their detection predicates, or (ii) in parallel, where all
elements di , 1 ≤ i ≤ n, detect their detection predicates concurrently. For example, if the underlying
communication topology of a system is a ring (respectively, tree) then a sequential (respectively,
parallel) detector pattern can be used. We respectively illustrate the structure of sequential and
parallel detectors in Figures 11 and 12. (The shadowed objects represent the detector elements.)
Note that, each object could be composed with more than one detector elements for the detection
of diﬀerent predicates.
The structure in Figure 11 provides a strategy for detecting a predicate X ≡ (X1 ∧X2 ∧· · ·∧Xn ) in a
sequential fashion. Each detector element di is responsible for the detection of Xi (1 ≤ i ≤ n). If Xi
holds and all elements d1 , · · · , di−1 have already witnessed their detection predicates X1 , · · · , Xi−1
then the element di will eventually witness the truth-value of Xi (by setting Zi to true). In other
words, if Zi holds then X1 ∧ · · · ∧ Xi−1 ∧ Xi must hold as well.
The n-th detector is the distinguished element that detects X

Sequential Detector
d_1

witnesses

detectsX_1
1

...
*

*

object_1

d_2

detectsX_2

d_(n-1)

witnesses

*

*

detectsX_(n-1)

detectsX_n

1

1
object_2

d_n

object_(n-1)

1
object_n

...
Partial System Model

Figure 11: Sequential Detector.
The structure in Figure 12 provides a strategy for detecting a predicate X ≡ (X1 ∧ X2 ∧ · · · ∧ Xn )
in a parallel fashion. Each detector element di is responsible for the detection of Xi (1 ≤ i ≤ n).
If Xi holds and all its children have already witnessed their detection predicates then the element
di will eventually witness the truth-value of Xi (by setting Zi to true). In other words, if Z holds
then Z1 ∧ · · · ∧ Zn must hold as well.
Also, depending on the topology of the functional object model, a combination of sequential and
parallel detectors may be used. For example, the structure in Figure 13 demonstrate a combination
of sequential and parallel detectors in a hierarchical system. The detection of X2 by itself requires
a parallel detector. Thus, if d1 has witnessed that X1 holds and the parallel detector has also
witnessed that X2 holds then the element d2 of the sequential detector will witness. Likewise, one
can use a sequential detector for the detection of one of the elements in a parallel detector. In
general, the composition of sequential and parallel detectors depends on the interconnection of the
objects in the object model.
Example: Adaptive cruise control. We use a sequential detector in the case of the ACC system (see
Figure 14). The element dcar witnesses if dcontrol has already witnessed and Xcar is true.
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Figure 12: Parallel Detector.
Invariant. The invariant constraint for the sequential detector pattern states that if an element
dj , for 1 ≤ j ≤ n, witnesses then all its predecessors d1 , · · · , dj−1 witness as well. Also, the invariant
of the parallel detector pattern stipulates that if an element dj witnesses then all its children witness
as well.
Example: Adaptive cruise control. The invariant of the sequential detector applied to the object
model of the ACC system is equal to Zcar ⇒ Zcontrol . Also, in this case, since we are using the
sequential detector for modeling failsafe fault-tolerance, the sequential detector should be failsafe
fault-tolerant against the eﬀect of f1 on the detector. Thus, if a fault-type F models the eﬀect of
f1 on the detector then the detector should be failsafe F -tolerant from Zcar ⇒ Zcontrol . In other
words, the detector should meet its safeness and stability requirements even in the presence of f1 .
In this case, F may set the witness predicates Zcar and Zcontrol to false, and the detector is failsafe
F -tolerant.
Behavior. The behavior of the detector pattern (see Figures 15 and 16) illustrates a solution
strategy for the detection problem. We represent the behavior of a sequential detector in Figure
15. To detect a global condition X ≡ X1 ∧ · · · ∧ Xn , the detector elements d1 , · · · , dn detect their
local detection predicates sequentially until the global detection predicate X is detected by the last
element dn (see Figure 15). More speciﬁcally, each element di is responsible for detecting its local
detection predicate Xi after all its predecessors d1 , · · · , di−1 have witnessed their local detection
predicates (2 ≤ i ≤ n). As a result, when dn witnesses, it follows that the detection predicate X
holds.
The elements of the parallel detector, d1 , · · · , dn detect their local detection predicates concurrently (see Figure 16). The global detection predicate is detected when all detector elements have
witnessed their local detection predicates simultaneously (see Figure 16). More speciﬁcally, the
distinguished element can witness when Z1 ∧ · · · ∧ Zn is true.
In the (sequential and parallel) detector pattern, each element di (1 ≤ i ≤ n) is concurrently
composed with objecti in the object model. In other words, the state diagram of the resulting
composition will be a concurrent state comprising the state diagram of the detector element di
and the state diagram of objecti . We respectively demonstrate the state diagrams of d1 and di
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The n-th detector is the distinguished element that detects X
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Figure 13: Composition of sequential and parallel detectors.
detector_1
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controlThrottle

Control

1

Car
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Figure 14: Composition of the sequential detector pattern with the ACC system.
(1 < i ≤ n) in a sequential detector in Figures 17 and 18. The element d1 will witness if its
local detection predicate X1 holds (see Figure 17), whereas di (1 < i ≤ n) will witness if not only
its local detection predicate Xi holds, but also its predecessor has already witnessed (see Figure
18), i.e., Z(i−1) is true. The detector element di , 1 ≤ i ≤ n, stays in its Witness state as long
as Xi is true, i.e., stability (see Figures 17 and 18). More speciﬁcally, di must not be in the
Witness state if its detection predicate Xi has been falsiﬁed (by fault or system actions). The fault
transitions may directly set the truth-value of Zi to false. In such cases, the detector di transitions
to the CheckLocalDetectionPredicate state and the safeness of the di is not violated. In cases where
objecti updates its variables in such a way that Xi becomes false, the value of Zi should be set to
false simultaneously. Otherwise, the safeness of di will be violated. Thus, objecti should atomically
set the value of Zi to false whenever the actions of objecti falsify Xi . In the case of detector element
dn , the value of Zn should be atomically set to false if some Xi (1 ≤ i ≤ n) is being falsiﬁed.
We depict the state diagram of the distinguished element (i.e., the root) of the parallel detector
in Figure 19. In a parallel detector, the root witnesses its detection predicate if its local detection
predicate Xroot holds and all its children have already witnessed their detection predicate. Recursively, this rule applies to other nodes of the parallel detector; i.e., di will witness if its children
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Figure 15: The behavior of a sequential detector.
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Figure 16: The behavior of a parallel detector.
have already witnessed and its local detection predicate Xi holds. Thus, the state diagram of each
element di of the parallel detector is structurally similar to that of the root (see Figure 19).
Example: The state diagram of the detector pattern for the ACC system. We illustrate the state diagrams of the detector pattern used in the ACC example in Figures 20 and 21. In this section,
we applied a sequential detector pattern to the object model of the ACC system to model failsafe
f1 -tolerance. The detector element that is composed with the Car monitors the state of the Car
object to check the truth-value of the state predicate XCar (that represents whether or not the Car
is accelerating). This detector element (see Figure 20) will witness XCar if the detector element
composed with the Control object (see Figure 21) witnesses its detection predicate XControl (that
represents whether or not the ACC system is in the coasting mode).
We illustrate the behavior of the sequential detector pattern used in the ACC system in Figure
22. We demonstrate how the control (respectively, car) object interacts with the detector element
dcontrol (respectively, dcar ). Also, Figure 22 illustrates the behavior of the elements dcontrol and dcar
in detecting the detection predicate XACC .
Collaborations. The client of the detector pattern is any component of the system model in
which the truth-value of a condition should be checked. The client only checks the witness predicate
Z by communicating with the distinguished element of the detector pattern.
Example: Adaptive cruise control. The client of the sequential detector added to the ACC system
is the car object (see Figures 22 and 23). The car object checks whether the detection predicate
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~X_1

(X_1 /\ ~Z_1) / Z_1 := true:
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Figure 17: The state diagram of the element d1 in the sequential detector pattern.
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CheckLocalDetectionPredicate X_i

Witness
~Z_i

Figure 18: The state diagram of the element di of the sequential detector pattern.
XACC holds before accelerating the speed of the car. In order to illustrate this, we present the
excerpted state diagram of the car object after applying the sequential pattern in Figure 23.
Interference-Freedom Constraints. The detector pattern should not interfere with the faultintolerant object model. Intuitively, after the composition of the detector pattern with the faultintolerant object model of a system, the resulting compositional conceptual model should meet (i)
the functional requirements in the absence of faults, and (ii) the fault-tolerance requirements in the
presence of faults. We say the detector pattern interferes with the object model iﬀ in the absence of
faults the compositional model violates (safety or liveness of) functional requirements. Also, we say
the object model interferes with the detector pattern iﬀ in the presence of faults the compositional
model violates safeness, stability, or the progress of the detector pattern. More speciﬁcally, since
we use detectors for modeling failsafe and masking fault-tolerance, the compositional model should
meet the following requirements:
• In the absence of faults, the functional requirements must be met by the compositional conceptual model.
• In the presence of faults, depending on the level of fault-tolerance for which the detector
pattern is applied, the following requirements must be met:
– For failsafe fault-tolerance, the detector pattern should meet (i) safeness, where if the
detector witnesses its detection predicate X then X must be true; i.e., the detector never
lies, and (ii) stability, where if the detector witnesses then Z remains true as long as X
is true.
– For masking fault-tolerance, in addition to safeness and stability, the detector pattern
must meet the progress property, where the detector guarantees to eventually witness if
its detection predicate holds.
The safeness and stability are safety properties that can be speciﬁed in Linear Temporal Logic
(LTL) [46] using (i) the universal operator 2, where 2Y means that the state predicate Y
always holds; (ii) the next state operator N ext, where N ext(Y ) means that in the next state Y
holds, and (ii) the eventuality 3, where 3Y means that the state predicate Y eventually holds.
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~X_root \/ ~Z_1 \/ ~Z_2 \/ . . . \/ ~Z_n

(X_root /\ Z_1 /\ Z_2 /\ . . . /\ Z_n) / Z_i := true:
CheckLocalDetectionPredicate X_root

Witness

~Z_root

Figure 19: The state diagram of the root of the parallel detector pattern.
Legend:
X_Car :
Car is accelerating
X_Control : Control is in coasting mode
Z_Control : X_Control holds

~X_Car \/ ~Z_Control

X_Car /\ Z_Control /\ ~Z_Car / Z_Car := true:
Check X_Car

Witness
~Z_Car

Figure 20: The state diagram of the detector element composed with the Car object in the ACC system.
We respectively specify safeness and stability as 2(Z ⇒ X) and 2(Z ⇒ (N ext(Z ∨ ¬X))).
Also, we specify progress as the following LTL expression: 2(X ⇒ 3Z).
Example: Adaptive cruise control. The veriﬁcation of the interference-freedom constraints can be
done by the substitution of the predicates Xcar , Zcar , Xcontrol , and Zcontrol in the above formulas.
In Section 7, we illustrate how to generate formal speciﬁcation of the detector pattern in Promela,
where the SPIN model checker can be used for the veriﬁcation of the interference-freedom constraints. To ensure the interference-freedom of the sequential detector and the ACC system, we
also need to verify that the safety and liveness requirements of the ACC system (speciﬁed in Section
3) hold in the absence of faults.

6

Corrector Pattern

In this section, we introduce the corrector analysis pattern that is used in modeling nonmasking
and masking fault-tolerance. The corrector pattern separates the concern of correcting a condition
from the rest of the analysis model. We ﬁrst present a formal deﬁnition of the corrector pattern.
Then we present the template of the corrector pattern and explain how to apply the pattern to
UML object models.

6.1

Formal Speciﬁcation of the Corrector Pattern

In this section, we extend the formal deﬁnition of correctors from [14, 15] in the context of OCM.
We use correctors for modeling recovery in the presence of faults. Such recovery is necessary in
specifying nonmasking and masking fault-tolerant programs.
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~X_Control

X_Control /\ ~Z_Control / Z_Control := true:
Check X_Control

Witness
~Z_Control

Figure 21: The state diagram of the detector element composed with the Control object in the ACC system.
d_control

Control

d_car

Distinguished element

Car
getZ_control

isCoasting()
No
isCoasting()

false
getZ_car
false

No
accelerate
setCoasting()
isCoasting()
Yes
matchSpeed()

getZ_control
true
setp := vt ;
The occurrence of f_1

f1
getZ_car
true

Accelerate if
~Z_car()

Figure 22: The behavior of the sequential detector applied to the ACC system.
Corrector. A corrector is an OCM C comprising (i) a set of objects c1 , · · · , cn (n ≥ 1), (ii) a relation
T that represents the topology of the interconnection of c1 , · · · , cn , and (iii) a set {X, Z, IC }, where
X and Z are state predicates, and IC is an invariant of C. The corrector C validates the requirement
0 Z corrects X 0 from I if the following conditions are satisﬁed in all computations hs , s , · · ·i of C
0 1
C
starting from IC (from [14, 15]):
• Convergence. There exists i, i ≥ 0, such that for all j, j ≥ i, X holds at sj . Also, for all
k, k ≥ 0, if X holds at sk , then X also holds at sk+1 .
• Safeness. If Z is true in a state sj , where j ≥ 0, then X must be true in sj as well; i.e.,
Z ⇒ X; i.e., Z never witnesses incorrectly.
• Progress. If X is true in sj then Z will eventually become true in a state sk , where j ≤ k;
i.e., if X is true then Z will eventually hold.
• Stability. If Z is true in sj then Z remains true in subsequent states as long as X is true.
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[Realv > setp]

Check with d_car
before acceleration

[~disengaged]
CalculatingRealV

[radarAck()]

[Realv < setp]

f1
[radarAck()]
if (~Z_car()) then Accelerating

Decelerating

Figure 23: The excerpted state diagram of the car after applying the sequential detector pattern.
Intuitively, the convergence property guarantees that if X is false, then it will eventually become
true and will stay true thereafter. In other words, a corrector C guarantees to correct the truthvalue of the predicate X whenever X becomes false. Also, the state predicate Z witnesses that
such correction has happened. Therefore, if Z is true, then X must have been corrected. If X has
become true, then Z will eventually become true. Note that, if 0 Z corrects X 0 , then 0 Z detects X 0
as well because C meets safeness, progress, and stability.

6.2

Corrector Pattern Template

In this section, we present the template of the corrector pattern. Also, in the context of the ACC
example, we illustrate how correctors can be used for providing nonmasking f2 -tolerance.
Correction Problem. In order to provide a desired behavior in the presence of faults, a faulttolerant system should guarantee some post conditions after it ﬁnds itself in an error state. The
satisfaction of such post conditions prevents the occurrence of behavioral failures that may originate
at error states. Extant fault-tolerance techniques such as error correction codes, recovery blocks [1],
replicated state machines [4], and roll-back (respectively, roll-forward) recovery [6] are diﬀerent
mechanisms for correcting the state of computing systems. The corrector pattern generalizes the
recurring problem of correcting the state of a computing system after the detection of error states.
Example: Adaptive cruise control. In the ACC system, we need to correct the invariant whenever
it is falsiﬁed due to the occurrence of f2 . Speciﬁcally, the occurrence of fault-type f2 (introduced
in Section 3.1) may perturb the ACC system to a state s where the condition Brakes(s) ⇒
disengaged(s) does not hold; i.e., the driver has applied the brakes, but the car has not disengaged
from the cruise mode. The falsiﬁcation of Brakes(s) ⇒ disengaged(s) results in the falsiﬁcation
of the invariant IACC .
Intent. The corrector pattern (i) formulates instances of the correction problem, and (ii) provides
an abstract decomposition strategy for the correction problem.
Applicability. The corrector pattern can be used in cases where one needs to ensure that the
state of a computing system will eventually satisfy a particular condition. Thus, in the presence
of faults, if the state of a computing system is perturbed outside its invariant then the corrector
pattern can be used to ensure the recovery of the system to its invariant.
Correction Predicate. A correction predicate X represents the condition whose truth-value
should be set to true once it becomes false. In a distributed system, it may not be possible to
correct the truth-value of a state predicate in an atomic step. Thus, the correction of a global
state predicate should be decomposed to a sequence of local corrective actions. In other words, the
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problem of correcting a global state predicate will be decomposed to the correction of a set of local
predicates.
Example: Adaptive cruise control. The occurrence of f2 may take the ACC system to a state s,
where the car is not disengaged even though brakes are applied. We represent this situation by
the correction predicate Y ⇒ W , where Y ≡ Brakes(s) and W ≡ disengaged(s). To provide
nonmasking f2 -tolerance, we must ensure that the constraint Y ⇒ W will eventually hold after f2
stops occurring.
Witness Predicate. A witness predicate Z is a local state predicate whose truth-value of true
implies that the correction predicate X holds.
Corrector Elements (Participants). Likewise the detector pattern, the corrector pattern
comprises a set of corrector elements (denoted ci , for 1 ≤ i ≤ n) corresponding to each local
correction predicate Xi . Each corrector element ci is indeed a participant of the corrector pattern
and has its own correction predicate Xi and witness predicate Zi . The collaboration of corrector
elements c1 , · · · , cn results in the correction of the predicate X.
Distinguished Element. In the collaboration of corrector elements c1 , · · · , cn towards correcting
the truth-value of the corrector predicate X, one element cindex is responsible for concluding the
correction of X. This element is called the distinguished element.
Structure. Likewise the detector pattern, the corrector pattern also provides two basic structures
for modeling the collaborative correction of a state predicate X. Such collaborative correction of X
can be done either (i) sequentially, where each element ci corrects Xi after all its predecessors have
witnessed their correction predicates, or (ii) in parallel, where all elements ci , 1 ≤ i ≤ n, correct
their correction predicates concurrently. We omit the pictorial presentation of the structure of the
corrector pattern since it is similar to the structure of the detector pattern. Instead, we illustrate
the structure of a speciﬁc subclass of correctors composed of a (sequential/parallel) detector and
a local corrector. (We apply an instance of this speciﬁc class of the corrector pattern to the ACC
system.) In particular, in Figure 24, we demonstrate the structure of a corrector that comprises
a parallel detector and a local corrector. First, the detector D detects ¬X to determine whether
the correction predicate X has become false. Then a corrective action, which is located at the
distinguished element of D, changes the value of X to true by updating the local state of a speciﬁc
object Oi (1 ≤ i ≤ n). Alternatively, such composition may take place by ﬁrst performing the
corrective action and then detecting if X holds.
Example: Adaptive cruise control. In the case of the ACC system, we use a corrector that comprises
a sequential detector pattern and a local corrector (see Figure 25). The detector pattern comprises
two elements d1 and d2 that are respectively composed with the control and the car objects. The
sequential detector pattern is responsible for detecting that Y ⇒ W has become false. Thus, the
detection predicate of the detector pattern is equal to Y ∧ ¬W ; i.e., brakes are applied, but the car
is not disengaged yet. The local corrector is responsible for setting the disengaged ﬂag in the car
object if the sequential detector has witnessed that the predicate Y ⇒ W does not hold.
Invariant. The invariant constraint for the sequential corrector pattern states that if an element
cj (1 ≤ j ≤ n), witnesses then all its predecessors c1 , · · · , cj−1 witness as well. Also, the invariant of
the parallel corrector pattern stipulates that if an element cj witnesses then all its children witness
as well. In case of the corrector in Figure 24, the invariant of the corrector pattern is equal to
(ZD ⇒ ¬X) ∧ (ZC ⇒ X), where ZD is the witness predicate of the parallel detector and ZC is the
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Corrector

LocalCorrector

corrects

detects ~X
Parallel Detector
witnesses

distinguished element

witnesses
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d_1

d_i

. . .

. . .
*

*
1

*

1

. . .

object_1

d_n

1

object_i

. . .

object_n

Partial System Model

Figure 24: The structure of a detector composed with a local corrector.
localCorrector

correct(Y => W)

witnesses
detector_1
d_1

d_2

witnesses

detect~Disengaged

detectBrakes
controlThrottle

Control

1

Car

1

Figure 25: The structure of the corrector composed with the object model of the ACC system.
witness predicate of the local corrector.
Example: Adaptive cruise control. The invariant of the corrector used to add nonmasking f2 -tolerance
to the ACC system is equal to (Zd2 ⇒ (Y ∧ ¬W )) ∧ (ZC ⇒ (Y ⇒ W )), where ZC is the witness
predicate of the local corrector.
Behavior. In Figure 26, we illustrate the behavior of the corrector pattern of Figure 24. First,
the parallel detector detects that the state predicate X does not hold. Then the local corrector
updates the state of some object objecti , which in turn results in the correction of X.
Example: Adaptive cruise control. We illustrate the behavior of the corrector pattern composed with
the ACC object model in Figure 27. This Figure depicts (i) the collaborations between the sequential detector pattern and the local corrector, and (ii) the collaborations between the elements of
the detector pattern and the car and control objects.
Collaborations. The client of the corrector pattern is any component of the system object model
in which the correction predicate X is set to true after it becomes false. The client only checks the
witness predicate Z to verify whether or not X holds.
Interference-Freedom Constraints. To ensure that there is no conﬂict between fault-tolerance
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allWitnessed
detect ~X

correctX

Figure 26: The behavior of the corrector of Figure 24.
requirements and functional requirements of a system, we need to provide constraints for verifying
that the corrector pattern and the system object model do not interfere. Towards this end, we
present the following constraints for the conceptual model resulting from the composition of the
corrector pattern and the system object model:
• In the absence of faults, the functional requirements must be met by the compositional conceptual model.
• In the presence of faults, depending on the level of fault-tolerance for which the corrector
pattern is applied, the following requirements must be met:
– For nonmasking fault-tolerance, the corrector pattern should meet (i) convergence, where
X will eventually become true and will continuously remain true thereafter, and (ii)
progress, where the witness predicate Z will eventually become true if X becomes true.
– For masking fault-tolerance, in addition to convergence and progress, the corrector pattern must meet the safeness and stability properties.
The LTL expression 3(2X) represents the convergence constraint of the corrector pattern;
i.e., X will eventually become true and will remain true. (See the detector pattern for LTL
speciﬁcation of progress, safeness, and stability).
The veriﬁcation of the interference-freedom constraints ensures that the composition of the corrector
pattern with the fault-intolerant object model meets both the functional and fault-tolerance. Also,
it guarantees that the corrector pattern itself is nonmasking (respectively, masking) fault-tolerance
if it is used for the addition of nonmasking (respectively, masking) fault-tolerance.
Example: Adaptive cruise control. In order to ensure that the conceptual model of the ACC system captures the requirements of nonmasking f2 -tolerance, we verify the interference-freedom constraints. Such a veriﬁcation can be achieved by (i) generating the formal speciﬁcation of the
compositional conceptual model; (ii) substituting the appropriate state predicates in the above
LTL formulas, and (iii) using a model checker to verify the interference-freedom constraints. In the
next section, we concentrate on how to carry out such veriﬁcation.
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Figure 27: The behavior of the corrector pattern composed with the ACC system.

7

Formal Analysis of Fault-Tolerant Systems

In this section, we demonstrate how to generate formal speciﬁcation of the detector and corrector
patterns in Promela modeling language [16]. Also, we present a method for formal speciﬁcation
of faults in Promela. The formalization presented in this section enables us to use the SPIN
model checker [17] in analyzing the inconsistencies of fault-tolerance requirements with functional
requirements (if any). More importantly, the detector and corrector patterns provide a level of
modularity that helps us in (i) pinpointing the source of inconsistencies, and (ii) resolving the
inconsistencies between functional and fault-tolerance requirements.

7.1

Formalizing Detector and Corrector Patterns

In this section, we present a formal template for the detector pattern in Promela. We omit the
presentation of the template of the corrector pattern as it is similar to the detector pattern. We use
Hydra formalization framework [9,10] to generate the template. Also, we use Hydra to generate the
Promela speciﬁcation of the functional object model that is concurrently run with the detector and
corrector patterns. Before presenting the Promela code of the detector pattern, we brieﬂy review
Promela and Hydra.
The Promela modeling language. Promela is a language for modeling concurrent and distributed programs in the model checker SPIN [17]. Using SPIN, developers can verify the model
of a computing system (speciﬁed in Promela) with respect to a set of desired properties speciﬁed
in Linear Temporal Logic (LTL) [46]. Also, SPIN enables simulation of the system model for validation purposes. The syntax of Promela is based on the C programming language. A Promela
model comprises (1) a set of variables, (2) a set of (concurrent) processes modeled by a predeﬁned
type, called proctype, and (3) a set of asynchronous and synchronous channels for inter-process
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communications. Semantically, Promela is a descendent of Dijkstra’s guarded commands [47] and
CSP [48] except that there exist no mechanisms for inter-process communications in guarded commands language. Also, Promela is more general than CSP in that Promela allows the use of buﬀered
channels, whereas in CSP processes communicate only via rendezvous channels; i.e., synchronized
unbuﬀered channels.
The Hydra formalization framework. Hydra [9, 10] is a generic framework for generating
formal speciﬁcation from textual representation of UML (structural/behavioral) diagrams. Specifically, Hydra uses a set of mapping rules for translating entities in UML meta-model to entities in
the meta-model of a target speciﬁcation language (e.g., Promela). For example, Hydra translates
two concurrent states speciﬁed in UML state diagrams to two concurrent proctypes speciﬁed in
Promela. Using Hydra, we translate UML models to Promela speciﬁcation language, which in turn
enables us to verify (respectively, validate) UML models against properties of interest.
Generating Promela code for the detector pattern. Hydra generates the following proctype
for an element di in the sequential detector pattern, which is concurrently run with the proctype of
the composed object objecti (see Figures 11 and 12). The structure of the Promela code generated
for the parallel detector pattern is also similar to the following template.
proctype d_i() {
do
3
:: atomic{ X_i && Z_(i-1) && !Z_i -> Z_i = true; }
4 od;
5}
1
2

6
7
8
9

proctype object_i() {
/* The actions of object_i */
}

The state predicates Xi , Zi , and Z( i − 1) in the above Promela code are deﬁned in terms of the
variables in the locality of objecti , which is composed with di . Thus, although the above template
could be used for diﬀerent object models, the state predicates should be instantiated based on the
state variables of objecti in the object model. Also, the communication between diﬀerent detector
elements takes place using their shared variables. For example, in the above code, the element di
reads the witness predicate of the element di−1 , i.e., Zi−1 .
Example: The Promela code for the detector pattern of the ACC system. The formalization of the detector pattern for the ACC system results in the following Promela code, which is an instantiation
of the template introduced above.
proctype d_Car() {
do
3
:: atomic{ (CarState == Accelerating) && Z_Control && !Z_Car -> Z_Car = true; }
4 od;
5}
1
2

6
7

proctype

Car() {

8
9

/* The actions of the Car object.

*/

10
11

}

The Xcar has been substituted with the predicate (CarState == Accelerating), where CarState is
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a variable that represents the current state of the car object. Since the predecessor of the detector
element dcar (see Figure 14) is dcontrol , the predicate Zi−1 has been substituted with Zcontrol .

7.2

Formalizing the Fault Model

In this section, we illustrate how to model faults in Promela. Also, we discuss issues related to
executing the fault model in SPIN. As mentioned in Section 4, we model a fault-type as a set of
transitions in UML object models. In order to model faults in Promela, Hydra integrates all fault
transitions in a Fault process that could be executed concurrently with all other processes in the
executable model. For example, in the case of the ACC system, Hydra generates the following
Promela code to represent all types of faults that perturb the cruise control system.
proctype Fault() {
if
3
:: atomic{ Car. CarState == CalculatingRealV -> Car.CarState = Accelerating; }
4
:: atomic{ Car.disengaged = true -> Car.disengaged = false; }
5
:: atomic{ Control.closing = true -> Control.closing = false; }
6
:: atomic{ Control.matching = true -> Control.matching = false; }
7
:: atomic{ Control.coasting =true -> Control.coasting = false; }
8 fi
9}
1
2

Each action of the above Promela code represents a set of transitions in the entire state space of
the object model. (For simplicity, we have attached the name of each variable to the name of the
object that owns that variable.) Also, note that, in the Promela model, all actions are executed in
an atomic step.
The execution of the Fault proctype must conform with the formal model of faults deﬁned in OCM
(see Section 2.5). More speciﬁcally, the Fault proctype should represent a process with terminating
computations; i.e., the Fault process will terminate in a ﬁnite amount of time. This is a realization
of the assumption made in Section 2.5 that faults will eventually stop occurring so that recovery
can be provided by the corrector pattern.
The semantics of the execution of the Fault proctype in SPIN depends on the model of fairness
selected while simulating (respectively, verifying) the fault-tolerant object model. Since, by default,
SPIN does not guarantee fair execution of all processes [49], there exists a possibility that the Fault
proctype will never get an execution chance during the simulation (respectively, veriﬁcation) of
the fault-tolerant model. Thus, during simulation (respectively, veriﬁcation) of fault-tolerance
requirements, the fairness option in SPIN should be set so that the Fault process is executed along
other processes. Since the Fault process will eventually terminate, the fault-tolerant model should
eventually meet its liveness requirements (after recovery to the invariant).

7.3

Analyzing the Inconsistencies of Fault-Tolerance and Functional Requirements

In this section, we present a strategy for analyzing fault-tolerance and functional requirements using
the SPIN model checker [17]. Speciﬁcally, we specify the steps that must be taken in creating a
consistent conceptual model for fault-tolerant systems (after the generation of the Promela code).
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In this section, our focus is on the conceptual model of fault-tolerant systems that is the composition
of the functional object model and the detector/corrector patterns.
In order to analyze the consistency of the fault-tolerance requirements with the functional requirements, we ﬁrst exclude the Fault proctype from the Promela code of the object model. Then we
verify (respectively, validate) the safety and liveness requirements. This step ensures that in the
absence of faults the failsafe fault-tolerant model meets its functional requirements. To analyze the
fault-tolerant object model in the presence of faults, we include the Fault proctype in the Promela
code of the object model, and we select one of the following steps:
• To verify (respectively, validate) the failsafe fault-tolerance requirements, we ensure that the
safety requirements hold.
• To verify (respectively, validate) the nonmasking fault-tolerance requirements, we ensure that
the object model will eventually recover to its invariant.
• To verify (respectively, validate) the masking fault-tolerance requirements, we ensure that (i)
the safety requirements hold, and (ii) the object model will eventually recover to its invariant.
• In addition to the above steps, we have to verify that (i) each instance of the detector/corrector
pattern that is used for providing failsafe (respectively, nonmasking or masking) fault-tolerance
is itself failsafe (respectively, nonmasking or masking) fault-tolerant. This can be achieved
by verifying the interference-freedom constraints speciﬁed (in LTL) in Sections 5 and 6.
The counterexamples generated during the above veriﬁcation steps represent the inconsistencies of
fault-tolerance and functional requirements. Speciﬁcally, if SPIN generates counterexample during
the veriﬁcation of interference-freedom constraints then those counterexamples represent scenarios
where fault-tolerance requirements are inconsistent with the functional requirements. Using such
counterexamples, the analysts can revise the conceptual model of a fault-tolerant system at the
early stages of development. For example, in the conceptual model of the ACC fault-tolerant
system, if after dcar witnesses that its detection predicate Xcar ≡ (car is accelerating) holds (i.e.,
dcar sets the value of Zcar to true) the state of the car object is change to another state without
falsifying Zcar then the safeness of dcar will be violated. To remedy this inconsistency, we revise
the object model in that any transition originating at the Accelerating state should be accompanied
with the simultaneous falsiﬁcation of Zcar .

8

Analysis Method

In this section, we give an overview of our analysis method, where we (i) emphasize the challenges
that exist in the development of fault-tolerant systems, and (ii) motivate the analysis method that
we introduce in this paper. Also, we deﬁne what we mean by (detector/corrector) patterns in the
analysis phase (since one may think of the term pattern as a design concept).
At the early stages of system development, it is diﬃcult (if not impossible) to anticipate all types
of faults that may perturb a system. Thus, as developers encounter new types of faults, they have
to add desired level of fault-tolerance to an existing system. Clearly, such an addition of faulttolerance should (i) preserve the functionalities of the existing system in the absence of faults, and
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(ii) provide the required level of fault-tolerance in the presence of faults. Moreover, adding faulttolerance against a newly discovered fault-type should preserve fault-tolerance properties that have
already been added against other types of faults. Due to such complex mixture of functional and
fault-tolerance requirements, we need systematic (and preferably automatic) methods for modeling
and analyzing fault-tolerance requirements before entering design and implementation phases.
In order to provide a systematic approach for the development of fault-tolerant systems, we present
an incremental modeling and analysis method that includes two major steps: elicitation and speciﬁcation of fault-tolerance requirements, and building conceptual models for automated analysis. To
specify fault-tolerance requirements, we start with identifying problems (i.e., constraints) that must
be solved towards providing fault-tolerance. Based on necessity and suﬃciency of detectors and
correctors for designing fault-tolerance requirements [14, 15], we focus on identifying detection and
correction constraints. The use of detection/correction constraints (i) separates fault-tolerance and
functional concerns; (ii) separates fault-tolerance concerns added for diﬀerent types of faults, and
(iii) provides traceability throughout the entire software development lifecycle.
To build the conceptual model of fault-tolerant systems, we present fault-tolerance analysis patterns
for problem decomposition. In this paper, an analysis pattern is an abstract strategy for decomposing a problem into subproblems. Likewise Jackson [50], our focus is on identifying problems
that should be solved towards providing fault-tolerance. Moreover, we move one step further in
presenting techniques for decomposing a problem to smaller problems using our analysis patterns.
Our notion of analysis patterns diﬀers from Fowler’s analysis patterns [51] in that (1) Fowler’s
analysis patterns represent recurring ideas for business modeling, whereas our fault-tolerance analysis patterns are recurring problems that must be solved for supporting fault-tolerance, and (2)
Fowler’s analysis patterns are the outcome of the modeler’s experience in a particular domain, and
as a result, they may be an incomplete set of patterns for the subject domain, whereas our faulttolerance analysis patterns comprise a canonical set of patterns that are necessary and suﬃcient
for specifying fault-tolerance.
We present an overview of our analysis method in Figure 28. When developers encounter a new
fault-type that perturbs an existing system, the ﬁrst step is to model faults and fault-tolerance
requirements in the use case model of the existing fault-intolerant system (see Section 3). The
speciﬁcation of the fault-tolerance requirements comprises of specifying detection and correction
constraints. Then, at the object analysis level, developers have to use detector and corrector
patterns (see Sections 5 and 6) for the reﬁnement of fault-tolerance constraints. The resulting
artifact would be a conceptual model that contains the conceptual model of the fault-intolerant
system composed with detector and corrector patterns. Finally, we generate formal speciﬁcation
from the fault-tolerant conceptual model for automated analysis. Speciﬁcally, developers have to
verify the interference-freedom of fault-tolerance analysis patterns and the fault-intolerant model;
i.e., the detector and corrector patterns and the fault-intolerant model meet their requirements in
the presence of each other. If the fault-tolerance analysis patterns and the fault-intolerant model
interfere then developers should modify the fault-tolerant conceptual model towards resolving the
inconsistencies. Nonetheless, ensuring interference-freedom is out of the scope of this paper since
our goal is to create the necessary framework for automated analysis of such inconsistencies between
functional and fault-tolerance requirements.
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(i.e., composition of the functional
UML model and the detector/
corrector patterns)

Instantiate the detector/
corrector analysis patterns
in the UML model with faults

Generate formal
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(e.g., Promela code)

Model check the
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the conceptual model

Model checking
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the fault-tolerant
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No
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Legend

Decision

Modeling artifact Process

Data flow

Figure 28: An overview of the analysis method.
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Diesel Filter System

In this section, we illustrate how to use an instance of the detector pattern to model failsafe faulttolerance in the object model of a Diesel Filter System (DFS) introduced in [52]. In the context
of this case study, we are interested in modeling and analyzing failsafe fault-tolerance using the
detector pattern. Thus, we focus on the aspects of the DFS system related to our analysis. The DFS
is an embedded computing system used to reduce soot from diesel truck exhaust (see Figure 29).
The DFS system comprises a canister containing a ﬁlter placed into the exhaust pipe, where the
exhaust gas ﬂows through the ﬁlter. A ﬁlter has several tubes consisting of ceramic ﬁbers wrapped
around a metallic cylindrical grid. Due to the exhaust gas ﬂow, the ﬁlter becomes clog up after a
while and it needs to be cleaned. The cleaning is achieved by heating up the grid (using heaters
mounted around the metallic grid) and burning oﬀ the trapped soot. The DFS controller initiates
the cleaning cycle whenever the diﬀerential pressure across the canister is beyond a pre-determined
threshold. A pressure sensor provides the current diﬀerential pressure to the DFS controller. We
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illustrate an excerpted class diagram of the DFS system in Figure 30.
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Figure 29: Physical structure of a diesel ﬁlter system.
• The PressureSensor class models the pressure sensor, which only provides the diﬀerential
pressure across the ﬁlter canister to the FilterController class (i.e., the pressure sensor is a
passive element and does not processing).
• The FilterController class models the controlling functionalities of the DFS. The FilterController
class has three operating modes. The DFS is in the idle mode if the current pressure measured
by the pressure sensor is between 0 and 8000 Pascals (Pa). In the idle mode, the FilterController
remains inactive. If the pressure is above 8000 Pa and less than or equal to 10000 Pa, then
the FilterController enters the cleaning mode, where it starts a cleaning cycle by electrifying
the heaters. The FilterController enters the safety mode if the sensed pressure is above 10000
Pa, where the FilterController must not initiate the heating process.
• The EngineController class models the engine control module that measures the current engine
speed. The EngineController.totalRPM variable keeps the total number of engine revolutions
since last cleaning cycle, and the EngineController.currRPM variable represents the current
speed of the engine.
• The HeatRegulator class models a heater installed in the ﬁlter canister, and the HeatRegulator.cleanupValue represent a value set by the FilterController that determines how fast the
heating should be done.
• The HeaterCurrentSensor class models the passive sensor used to measure the value of the
electrical current in the heater regulator.
Safety requirements of the DFS system. The cleaning cycle should not be started if less
than 10000 engine revolutions have occurred since the last cleaning cycle or if the current engine
revolutions per minute (RPM) is less than 700. (The engine control module (see Figure 29) measures
the current RPM.) Moreover, the heating elements must not be defected (represented by a negative
value of HeaterCurrentSensor.electricalCurrent) if the DFS controller is to activate the heaters.
We present the state diagram of the FilterController in Figure 31. The controller starts by checking
the pressure of the ﬁlter canister. Depending on the value of the pressure received form the pressure
sensor, the controller transitions to the Idle, Ready, or Safety states. In the Idle state, the controller
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Figure 30: Excerpted class diagram of the diesel ﬁlter system.
again measures the pressure and moves to other states based on the pressure value. If the greater
than 8000 and less than or equal to 10000, then the controller moves to the Ready state, where it
checks other conditions before transitioning to the Cleaning state. Speciﬁcally, in the Ready state,
the controller ensures that the total RPM is at least 10000, the current RPM is at least 700, and
the heater is not defected. After the cleaning is over, the controller resets the value of the total
RPM for the next cleaning cycle.
Faults. The DFS system is subject to faults that may perturb the state of the FilterController to
the Cleaning state from any other state (see Figure 31). When such faults occur, the controller may
issue command signals for the heater in an inappropriate time, which could lead to the violation
of the safety requirements of the DFS. Next, we illustrate how to use an instance of the parallel
detector pattern to guarantee safety even when faults occur.
Applying the Detector Pattern. We compose an instance of a parallel detector with the object
model of the DFS (see Figure 32). The parallel detector (encapsulated in a dashed box in Figure
32) detects whether or not the preconditions of heating up hold in three diﬀerent components
of the DFS, namely, the PressureSensor, the EngineController, and the HeaterCurrentSensor. The
distinguished element queries the detector elements and if all elements simultaneously witness their
detection predicates then the distinguished element will also witness. We present a subset of the
ﬁelds of the detector pattern that are related to modeling and analyzing failsafe fault-tolerance in
the object model of the DFS.
Detection Predicate. Since faults may take the state of the FilterController to the cleaning
state, we have to ensure that the FilterController issues command signals for the heater only if the
condition XDF S holds, where XDF S ≡ Xpressure ∧ Xengine ∧ Xheater , and
Xpressure
Xengine
Xheater

≡ ((8000 < P ressureSensor.pressure ≤ 10000)
≡ (EngineController.totalRP M ≥ 10000) ∧ (EngineController.currRP M ≥ 700)
≡ (HeaterCurrentSensor.electricalCurrent ≥ 0))

Detector Participants. The parallel detector pattern comprises three elements dpressure , dengine ,
and dheater , where dpressure (respectively, dengine and dheater ) is responsible for detecting Xpressure
(respectively, are responsible for detecting Xengine and Xheater ). Each element has its own witness
predicate that implies its corresponding detection predicate (e.g., Zpressure implies Xpressure ).
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Q ≡ (8000 < PressureSensor.getPres() <= 10000) AND
(EngineController.getTotalRPM() >= 10000) AND
(EngineController.getCurrRPM() >= 700) AND
(HeaterCurrentSensor.getCurrent() >= 0)
Fault transition:

Figure 31: An abstract state diagram of the ﬁlter controller.
Distinguished element and the witness predicate. The distinguished element is an object
that is the owner of the witness predicate ZDF S , where ZDF S implies that XDF S holds and ZDF S ≡
(Zpressure ∧ Zengine ∧ Zheater ).
Detection Requirements. Since we use the parallel detector to model failsafe fault-tolerance,
only the safeness and the stability of the detector pattern should be met. Thus, the composition of
the DFS object model and the parallel detector pattern should satisfy the following LTL properties:
• Safeness. The safeness of the parallel detector requires that 2(ZDF S ⇒ 3XDF S ).
• Stability. The stability requires that 2(ZDF S ⇒ (N ext(ZDF S ∨ ¬XDF S ))) always holds.
Also, all participants of the parallel detector pattern must meet the safeness and the stability
requirements. For example, the participant dpressure should meet the following:
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Figure 32: The composition of a parallel detector and the object model of the diesel ﬁlter system.
• Safeness. The safeness of dpressure requires that 2(Zpressure ⇒ 3Xpressure ).
• Stability. The stability requires that 2(Zpressure ⇒ (N ext(Zpressure ∨ ¬Xpressure ))) always
holds.
Collaborations. The FilterController object is the client of the parallel detector pattern since it
checks the truth-value of ZDF s before it issues any command signals to the heater. We illustrate
this collaborative relation between the parallel detector pattern and the FilterController object in
the state diagram of Figure 33.
Interference-Freedom Constraints. In order to ensure that the object model of the DFS and
the instance of the parallel detector pattern do not interfere, we verify the following requirements
(using model checking techniques):
• In the absence of faults, we verify that if the FilterController object is in the Cleaning state,
then XDF S must hold. Also, we verify that the FilterController object never deadlocks.
• In the presence of faults, we verify the safeness and the stability of the parallel detector pattern. Moreover, we verify that the FilterController object never violates the safety requirements
of the DFS.
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Figure 33: The state diagram of the ﬁlter controller after the addition of the parallel detector.
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Related Work

Several approaches [19, 53, 54] focus on modeling and analyzing fault-tolerance in UML, which
diﬀer from our approach in the way they model faults and fault-tolerance concerns. Dondossola
and Botti [19] present a methodology for the speciﬁcation of fault-tolerance requirements in UML,
where they model Faults, Errors, and Failures (FEF) as a class hierarchy and associate the elements
of FEF hierarchy to UML class diagrams of the fault-intolerant system. Shui et al. [54] model the
occurrence of faults as exceptional conditions and fault-tolerance concerns as exception handlers,
where the system execution must stop when exceptions occur so that exception handlers become
active. Stoller and Schneider [53] present a method for automated analysis of distributed faulttolerant systems with terminating computations based on message ﬂow graphs, where they use
graph-theoretic methods to analyze the system behaviors in the presence of failure scenarios. Using
their approach, it is diﬃcult to capture the non-terminating behavior of embedded systems. All
the above approaches focus on a limited notion of faults (e.g., component failure) and a particular
fault-tolerance mechanism (e.g., replication).
While the detector and corrector patterns are used to create and analyze the conceptual model
of fault-tolerant systems during the analysis phase, various approaches [5, 7, 55] exist that can be
used for the reﬁnement of the UML model of fault-tolerant systems to design and implementation
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phases. For example, Beder et al. [5] use design patterns to implement Coordinated Atomic Actions
(CAA) in the design and implementation of error-handling mechanisms in distributed O-O systems.
Also, Tichy et al. [55] present a pattern-based approach for the design of service-based systems in
UML, based on the redundancy [2] of system modules. They also use architectural design and
deployment restrictions to develop linear programming constraints in the design of fault-tolerant
systems, however, their approach could only be applied for detectable faults; i.e., faults whose
occurrence can be detected by the subject system.
In summary, our approach aims to bridge the gap between the theory of fault-tolerance presented
in [13, 14, 56] and the development of fault-tolerant systems. Speciﬁcally, our goal is to develop a
roundtrip engineering process in UML, where we expect to beneﬁt from (1) the generality of the
existing theoretical results [13, 14] in modeling faults and fault-tolerance, and (2) the techniques
for automatic addition of fault-tolerance [56] in providing automation in our roundtrip engineering
process.
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Conclusions

In this paper, we presented a method for modeling faults and fault-tolerance in UML for embedded
systems. Speciﬁcally, we introduced two object analysis pattern, called the detector and corrector
patterns, for modeling and analyzing diﬀerent levels of fault-tolerance, where instances of the
detector and corrector patterns are added to the UML model of existing systems to create the
UML model of their fault-tolerant version. The detector and corrector patterns also provides a
set of constraints for verifying the consistency of functional and fault-tolerance requirements. We
extended McUmber and Cheng’s formalization framework [9, 10] to generate formal speciﬁcations
of the UML model of fault-tolerant systems in Promela [16]. Subsequently, we used the SPIN
model checker [17] to detect the inconsistencies of fault-tolerance and functional requirements. To
facilitate the automated analysis of fault-tolerance, we developed the visualization tool Theseus that
animates counterexample traces and generates corresponding sequence diagrams at the UML level.
The automated analysis with the SPIN model checker coupled with Theseus create a roundtrip
engineering process of modeling fault-tolerant systems.
The use of the detector and corrector patterns simpliﬁes the analysis and design of fault-tolerant
systems as these patterns provide modularity, traceability, and separation of concerns. Such separation of concerns is especially helpful in analysis and design of multitolerant systems [56, 57],
where a multitolerant system is subject to n fault-types f1 , · · · , fn and provides diﬀerent levels of
fault-tolerance corresponding to each type of faults. One approach for creating the UML model of a
multitolerant system is to incrementally model fault-tolerance corresponding to each fi and use the
resulting UML model of each step in subsequent steps for modeling fj -tolerance, where j > i. The
use of the detector pattern will facilitate reasoning about the fault-tolerance provided against each
fault-type fi , and the interference-freedom of failsafe fi -tolerance and failsafe fj -tolerance, where
(1 ≤ i, j ≤ n) ∧ (i 6= j). Also, using the detector pattern, it would be easier to trace the concern of
failsafe fi -tolerance from analysis to design and implementation by focusing on the instances of the
detector pattern that have been added for providing failsafe fi -tolerance. The use of the detector
and corrector patterns can also decrease the complexity of managing UML models since diﬀerent
instances of the detector (respectively, corrector) pattern are associated with diﬀerent detection
(respectively, correction) constraints. Thus, while developers analyze the detection (respectively,
correction) requirements of one instance of the detector (respectively, corrector) pattern, other in40

stances of the detector (respectively, corrector) pattern can be concealed from developers’ view,
which makes the UML models modular and more manageable.
As an extension of this work, we are investigating the application of automatic synthesis techniques
[56] in generating the UML model of fault-tolerant embedded systems once they have been analyzed
for errors.
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